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 Iraqi Al-Amal Association (IAA)

Iraqi Al-Amal Association (IAA) is a non-partisan, non-sectarian and non-profit organisation of volunteers actively 
engaged in projects for the benefit and wellbeing of the Iraqi population regardless of race, gender and political 
or religious affiliation. Its aim to combat all forms of violence and discrimination and to prompt citizenship, social 
justice, equality, transparency, and accountability. IAA has extensive experience working in the field of civil society 
in Iraq since 1992. IAA is registered in Iraq and the Kurdistan Region, and derives its strength from excellent 
working relations with Iraqi governmental bodies combined with a strong local network and community support.
It has Consultative Status membership at the ECOSOC. IAA works in three main fields: women rights, human 
rights, and peace education.

baghdad@iraqi-alamal.org | www.iraqi-alamal.org 
No.20, Road No. 24, Sector 903, Hay Al-Karrada, Baghdad, Iraq 

 Impunity Watch (IW)

Impunity Watch is a non-profit human rights organisation dedicated to ending impunity for severe violations of 
human rights, especially in countries emerging from a violent past. We analyse, advocate, and partner to help local 
communities seek accountability for gross human rights abuses and for systemic injustice. In our work, we adopt 
a bottom-up, participatory, and context- sensitive approach, and support victims and survivors in exercising their 
rights. Our work is legal, social, and political. IW began its work in 2004 in response to calls from Guatemalan 
human rights groups for greater support in their struggle for redress after the internal armed conflict of 1960-
1996. It was registered as an independent foundation in 2008 in the Netherlands. Today, IW works in a wide 
range of countries and has offices in Burundi, Guatemala, and The Netherlands.

info@impunitywatch.org  | www.impunitywatch.org 
Laan van Meerdervoort 70, 2517 AN, The Hague, The Netherlands 

 PAX

PAX works together with committed citizens and partners to protect civilians against acts of war, to end armed 
violence, and to build just peace. PAX operates independently of political interests.

info@paxforpeace.nl | www.paxforpeace.nl 
Sint Jacobsstraat 12, 3511 BS Utrecht, The Netherlands 
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This booklet is the product of the efforts of several people and organisations. In particular, 
Impunity Watch and Iraqi al-Amal Association would like to thank the women survivors 
who shared their testimonies and the twelve Iraqi women activists who interviewed 
them and helped them tell their stories. We also thank Iraqi Al Amal Association senior 
researcher Dr. Ilham Makki Hammadi and Zainab Kadhim Jawad for the team’s professional 
coordination.

The two organisations would also like to thank St. Joseph University in Beirut, as well 
as Rima Abi Nader for leading the training workshop on techniques for interviewing 
women survivors of sexual and gender-based violence, and Walid Fakhreddine for leading 
the storytelling workshop. This booklet is an output of a multi-year project entitled 
“Engendering the Transition to Peace and Security in Iraq”, implemented by Impunity 
Watch, Iraqi Al-Amal Association, and PAX, and funded by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs. The booklet will be used as an advocacy tool with international policymakers to 
promote the participation of women survivors of sexual and gender-based violence in 
transitional justice processes.
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Women and girls in Iraq have faced various forms of sexual and gender-based violence as 
a result of armed conflicts and political instability that have ravaged Iraq in recent decades. 
Violence against women, particularly sexual violence, is rooted in structural causes related 
to patriarchal systems and traditions, and enabled by weak laws; the lack of institutional, 
community and family support; and the prevalence of a ‘culture of silence’, as many women 
and girls do not report violence for fear of repercussions due to the stigma associated with 
sexual violence and to victim blaming. In most cases of sexual violence, the victims deem it 
futile to speak up if the judicial system lacks the appropriate mechanisms and measures to 
punish perpetrators and bring justice to victims. As a result, violations against women and 
girls have remained largely invisible, leading to their persistence and aggravation.

In an effort to break the ‘culture of silence’ and destigmatise victims, Impunity Watch and 
Iraqi Al-Amal Association have created this booklet of survivors’ stories to highlight the sexual 
and gender-based violence that took place in Iraq during 2003-2018, and that is still ongoing 
in many parts of the country. The booklet is based on the testimonies and experiences of Iraqi 
women, collected by women activists from five Iraqi regions (Baghdad, Basra, Kirkuk, Salah 
ad-Din and Sinjar). These activists attended trainings by Impunity Watch and Iraqi Al-Amal 
Association on specific skills to ensure that they conducted these interviews in accordance 
with the appropriate ethical and humanitarian standards, and took into account the sensitivity 
of the contexts surrounding women survivors of sexual violence. These activists played a key 
role in helping Iraqi women tell their painful, untold stories and sharing them with the world.

Foreword
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I am Hiam 
from Al-Anbar
I am Hiam 
from Al-Anbar

I was fourteen years old when I got married to Bassem. At first, we lived with his family. 

My husband’s father and brother joined ISIS. ISIS members started to visit our house to try and persuade my husband 
to join them, but he refused. To avoid the pressure on my husband to join ISIS, we decided to rent our own place. I sold 
my jewelry to furnish our home. As for my husband, he worked in a small car repair shop. His father used to visit the 
garage, along with ISIS members, to repair cars damaged during clashes with the army and the police.
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My tragedy began when I ended up in a camp in Al-Anbar. 
I met a young man who treated me humanely, but I soon 
discovered his intentions. He started to verbally harass 
me, and expressed his desire to have sex with me, but 
of course I refused and I asked him to leave. A few days 
later, I was sleeping in the tent next to my children when 
I felt someone trying to grope me. I screamed as loud as I 
could and he ran off. And so I decided to leave that camp 
and move to another one. My children and I took a taxi, 
but the driver tried to rape me in exchange for the ride. 
I cried and I begged but in vain, so I got out of the car in 
the middle of the road. A family found us and drove us to 
the camp, where they told our story. 

If it weren’t for the help of a volunteer from the Iraqi 
Al-Amal Association, I would never have got help from 
the United Nations to save me from this humiliation. They 
got me out of the camp and helped me with the paperwork 
to go free and join my family. Although I knew that my 
husband was not an ISIS member, I decided that filing 
for divorce is the best option for the sake of my children, 

especially since the divorce would only be a formality. 

Later, I gave birth to my third child. 
I named him Bassem after my husband, 
whose fate is still unknown to me.

I grew worried for my husband, so we decided to flee 
the territories controlled by ISIS. When we reached the 
Iraqi security forces, I was surprised to discover that my 
husband was listed as a member of ISIS. I pleaded with 
the security forces, but they arrested him anyway. 
I was alone with my two kids Taha and Lamia, two months 
pregnant.

I informed the police there of my situation, but they 
imprisoned me in the camp, accusing my husband of being 
an ISIS member. One of the police officers tried to sexually 
abuse me. All of this affected me so badly that I tried to 
commit suicide twice: once, I poured oil all over my body 
ready to set myself on fire after sending my children to 
my neighbor so they wouldn’t see me. But when my son 
returned unexpectedly, I went back on my decision. 

I am Hiam 
from Al-Anbar



My father forced me to marry a married man because he could no longer provide for me. 
Soon enough, my husband’s other wife started to fight with me, and her daughters would 

also beat me and invade my privacy.

As for my husband, he was obedient to his first wife, and only 
cared about having sex with me. They treated me like a house 
servant. I told my husband that I needed love and affection, but 
he answered that it was my duty to satisfy his needs and make 
him happy. After a while, our relationship became strained, and 
he started hitting me for no reason. Whenever I asked my father 
for help, he refused, telling me I should take responsibility for 
my decisions and follow the customs of our society.  After that, 
I stopped complaining to my parents. My life with my husband 
was full of pain and humiliation. He didn’t change the way he 
treated me; in fact, it got even worse. When the security situation 
worsened because of ISIS, we tried to escape from Mosul to 
Kirkuk Governorate. There were clashes along the way and my 
husband was killed, and I was forced to carry on the journey with 
his first wife and our children. 

I am Mays
from Mosul
I am Mays
from Mosul
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Finally, we reached a camp in Kirkuk Governorate. My 
husband’s first wife started to spread rumors, saying that 
I caused his death. Although my parents had rented a house 
near the camp, they refused to take me in with my children 
who fell ill from the cold, because their house was too small. 
I had no choice but to return to the camp and bear the 
insults and mistreatment of my husband’s first wife.  

One night, when I was sleeping with my kids in our tent, 
I suddenly felt two men with hidden faces attacking me. 
They threatened me to keep me quiet. The first man raped 
me while the other guarded the tent, and then he raped 
me too. I wanted to seek help, but I feared the men could 
kill my children, so I remained silent. I even asked my 
husband’s wife to sleep with us in the same tent for extra 
safety but she refused. One week later, the two men came 
back and brutally raped me again. What do I do now? If 
I remain silent, they will come back another time. If my 
parents knew, they would kill me!

After thinking it over, I asked the social 
worker in the camp for help, but there 
was not much that she could do. I was 
so terrified that I deliberately fell over, 
and bled heavily. I went back to the social 
worker who referred me to the Iraqi Al-Amal 
Association to help me confirm if I was still 
pregnant.  I had had a miscarriage. Soon, my 
health deteriorated and the bleeding grew 
even heavier. My doctor told me to take my 
medications regularly, and to eat well in 
order to make up for the blood I lost.

The Iraqi Al-Amal Association helped me 
buy medicine and brought me back to the 
camp in secret. Until now, I still live in 
fear, and I can’t sleep a wink, fearing the 
two men will return.

But I try to remain strong for my 
kids, and I am also looking for a 
job to support us so we can leave 
the camp as soon as possible.

I lived in fear and 

confusion. Soon 

after, I found out 

that I was pregnant. 

Who can I ask for 

help? Shall I end 

my life?

I am Mays
from Mosul
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Louay belonged to armed factions.
Soon we got married, and for a while, I thought that our 
honeymoon would last. A few months later, my father 
passed away. His death was very hard on my mother and 
siblings, but my husband never left our side. 

In June 2014, the most terrible terrorist group known to 
mankind took control, a group that knows no language but 
the language of weapons. Louay, who worked for an entity 
opposed to the group, did not leave the house for two 
months. A friend of his called Hussam used to visit to check 
on him every now and then, until his visits turned into 
secret meetings along with my brothers. It became clear 
to me later that Hussam had convinced them to join the 
armed group – ISIS! 

Education was not one of the main 
priorities for our family. I dropped out 
of school after finishing primary school, 
and I was happy. Having fun was my 
only concern. 

I am Salima
from Salah Ad-Din
I am Salima
from Salah Ad-Din

When I turned fifteen, I realized that any move I make can 
be held against me. Two years later, a man called Louay 
asked for my hand in marriage. I was not psychologically or 
mentally prepared, but my father insisted I accept because 
of the values and customs in our tribal society.
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During the first few days, he came to eat and fulfill his 
desires at night. Whenever I asked for our marriage 
contract, he would get angry, until he finally told me: “there 
is no marriage contract! We agreed to keep our marriage 
a secret.” The last time I saw him, I discovered that our 
marriage was fake. He left and never came back. My mother 
kept blaming me until I started suffering from health 
problems, and I sank into a deep and long depression. 
I lost trust in all men and even avoided my own family. 
But over time, my mother encouraged me and helped me 
overcome the situation by becoming stronger. I put my trust 
in God. Today, I am married to a man who lived up to his 
promises to my mother. He did not touch me until I legally 

became his wife. 

I regained my smile, and my confidence in 
myself and others. I got a second chance, 
a new life.

After my daughter’s birth, our area fell under a tight siege, 
and my husband and brothers joined ISIS and took part in 
the fighting, as instructed by their leaders. Soon enough, 
the devastation unfolded.  We did not have financial 
worries, but we were treated differently, looked down
on as a family linked to an armed group. 

This situation lasted for three years 
until my husband and brothers were 

killed and the situation got even worse. 

On 23 September 2017 the long-awaited day came: ISIS was 
defeated and the Iraqi army regained control of our town. 
Soon, the security forces and the town residents started 
expelling the families of ISIS members, who were taken to 
displacement camps in a nearby town. The camp was formed 
of over 10,000 small tents crowded with families. Later on, 
we were transferred to another camp in Tikrit. We adapted 
to living in a small tent and receiving aid from humanitarian 
organizations. One of the volunteers, a man called Bilal, used 
to visit our tent every day to bring our food and showed 
particular interest in me. One evening, while I was sitting 
outside the tent drawing in the soil, he offered to marry 
me in secret. Despite my mother’s refusal, I managed to 
convince her by explaining how our harsh conditions were 
a motivating factor.  Our marriage was performed in the 
presence of two witnesses that he brought to the tent. One 
of them was a cleric who officiated the marriage according 
to our religious traditions, but not under the law.

I am Salima
from Salah Ad-Din
I am Salima
from Salah Ad-Din
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We got married and I found myself in a family under 
the control of Jaber’s mother. She treated us harshly. I 
became a mother myself and my life got harder. But my 
mother would strengthen my resolve for the sake of my 
husband and children, telling me that in life when you 
give, you shall receive in return. 

My mother passed away in 2005, and her loss was devastating.  

I am Sawsan
from Salah Ad-Din
I am Sawsan
from Salah Ad-Din

I lost my father to a terminal illness 
when I was fourteen years old. His 
death affected various aspects of my 
life, but my mother was a tough woman 
and a great support. Years passed, 
and when I turned nineteen, my cousin 
Jaber proposed to me. 
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Jaber joined the local police, and I was mother to four boys 
and two girls. My struggles with his family persisted until 
2013 when we rented a little house of our own. Not long 
after, ISIS seized control of our town. We were worried for 
Jaber, who belonged to an institution whose ideologies and 
dogmas opposed those of ISIS. After a month, I noticed 
a surprising change in Jaber’s behaviour. He made friends 
with ISIS members and  began working as their driver. 

We hid in the bushes without making a sound. An hour 
later, the ISIS operatives left for fear of being targeted 
by the planes roaming the skies. So we took advantage 
of their absence to run to the other side of the river. 
Meanwhile, Iraqi military units began advancing towards 
the town to liberate it. When they reached the town, they 
brought the situation under control, and started separating 
ISIS members and men from women, until my family’s turn 
arrived. They took my children in for interrogation since 
their father was an ISIS member. I pleaded with them 

Six months after ISIS took control, my husband was killed. 
My struggle started then, and my only concern was to 
provide food for my children. We lived under siege for 
two years, until our patience ran out along with the food 
and we decided to escape. At nighttime, my children and I 
walked towards the Tigris River which was very dangerous 
despite the short distance. Just as we reached the river, 
a passing ISIS patrol fired shots at us, hitting several 
families that were waiting there. 

to leave them alone, because they are only kids and had 
nothing to do with ISIS. They brought them back two days 
later after brutally torturing them to extract information 
about ISIS. That very instant, I took my children and went 
back home to the other side of the river. 
But the neighbours were unwilling to take us back. I tried 
as much as I could to persuade them by telling them I am 
a woman and that my children are only innocent kids, but 
I ended up being thrown in a camp for the families of ISIS 
members. 

I am Sawsan
from Salah Ad-Din
I am Sawsan
from Salah Ad-Din
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Today, I stand proud of myself, one of many brave Iraqi women who managed to ensure self-
preservation and defend their honor. Today, I proved to vulnerable women that we can live in 
dignity whatever the surrounding conditions. I received support from people who contributed 
to shaping Sawsan into the Sawsan of today and tomorrow. 

After settling into the camp, a man called Riad, who works with camp security, began approaching me, and he even offered 
me a mobile phone to communicate with my relatives, but I refused as his intentions were clear. He once tried to hold my 
hand and kiss me, but I pushed him away and warned him to stay away from me. I felt both scared and brave at the same 
time, but I had no choice. When he realized that his attempts would not work, he started threatening me. Despite standing 
up to him and resisting him, I was worried he might try to harm my children.

أنا هالة
 من كركوك



I was raised at my grandmother’s house where 
I grew up, lacking a mother’s tenderness and a 

father’s advice. My father was an alcoholic. I never 
loved him. He used to come home at night and beat 
my mother, who tolerated his behavior and insults 
because she married him out of love. She loved him 
so much that she started beating me too. She didn’t 
believe me when I told her that our relationship was 

not a father-daughter relationship, as he used to 
touch me, kiss me and abuse me. 

The person 
supposedly 
responsible 

for my 
protection 

was my rapist. 
My father. 

Time passed, and my father started to visit me constantly and touch me inappropriately. 
The idea of being alone with him terrified me. His perverted behaviors led my mental health 

to deteriorate and pushed me to neglect my studies, despite my outstanding academic 
performance and passion for education. 

I am Hala
from Kirkuk
I am Hala
from Kirkuk



One day, my mother asked me to go to the family 
house to help with household chores and prepare 
food for my father so she could stay with my 
brother at the hospital, where he was suffering 
from thalassemia. When my father returned the 
next morning to drive me home, I asked him if 
we could bring my grandmother with us, but he 
refused. 

That day, he brought alcohol home with him from 
work. He started drinking and coming close to me. 
I tried to break free, but to no avail. He undressed 
me and raped me in cold blood. I could not stop 
him. He raped me four times in two days. When 
I saw him going to the bathroom, I ran away and 
filed a complaint at the police station.   

I was referred to the hospital for a medical check-
up, but my father denied the allegations and was 
released due to lack of evidence until the results of 
the medical tests were out. 

He tried to tamper with the medical results and 
bribe me, but without success. Even when my 
mother did not believe me and testified in his 
favor, he was sentenced to life imprisonment, and 
I was transferred to a shelter because my life was 
under threat. 



Two years later, my father was released after bribing powerful people. He was looking for me and wanted 
to kill me. During that time, I lived in terror, panic and anxiety. But fate did not just sit back and watch. 
One day, my mother caught him trying to rape my little 7-year-old sister, so she rushed to report him. 
He was put in prison, and I went back to live with my mother. 

It is true that I am a survivor, but I lost my trust in people and I became 
harsher. Will I ever go back to being who I was?

Although he 

is now in jail, 

I can still 

see him in 

my head.
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My life was full of my smiling friends, my 
school activities, our family time, and the 
support my family gave my hobbies and 
talent in drawing.   

I lived a colorful life until I was raped.
In patriarchal societies, rape is 
sometimes considered as a woman’s 
destiny, no matter how hard she tries 
to escape it. 

I was seventeen years old when the police officers found me abandoned in a dumpster. They quickly 
took me to the hospital fearing that I was dead. 

I am Baydaa
from Baghdad
I am Baydaa
from Baghdad
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I met my rapist on a street in the vicinity of my school, 
where he used to lurk around, until he convinced me to 
give him my phone number. Such a handsome young man, 
what harm can he do? Following our daily phone calls, I 
believed he loved me and wanted to marry me, despite my 
family’s objections. After a few months of being together, 
we ran away. 

We went to an apartment, far away from my family, and I 
was surprised to find his friends there. He told me that they 
used to hang out at this apartment every day. I believed 
him, and I went to the bedroom to get some rest and change 
my clothes. Suddenly, they entered the room by force. I was 
terrified when I saw them coming closer to me, one after the 
other, and started shouting for my boyfriend.

I cried and cried, but my 
tears did not stop them 

from raping me and beating 
me repeatedly until I 

fainted. They thought I was 
dead, and dumped me in 
the middle of the road.

He came into the 
room and forced 
himself on me.    

The doctors performed the necessary tests and confirmed 
what had happened to me. After I started recovering, my 
parents filed a complaint at the police station to prosecute 
the perpetrators, at the tribal level and through the legal 
system. The police found only two of the men that raped 
me, and the apartment owner was charged and sentenced 
to prison.    

Despite some laws being amended in favor of women’s 
rights, the penalties against perpetrators are still subject 
to mitigating circumstances. For example, victim’s family 
can agree to a settlement that deprives the woman of 
authority over her own body, for fear of the shame she 
could bring on the family.   How can we continue to lead a 
normal life, and regain our identity as women with a right 
to live like everyone else?     

I am Baydaa
from Baghdad
I am Baydaa
from Baghdad
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Before I got married, I used to live with my parents, my sister and my two brothers. Although my father 
was a mathematics teacher, he would not let me or my sister pursue our education. He always favored my 
brothers and encouraged them to pursue their education even though they hated studying. For my father, 
marriage was the only way to preserve our dignity.   

I married a man who worked at one of the oil companies, and has a bachelor’s degree in business 
administration. He gave a good impression: an open-minded man who I agreed to marry, thinking he 

might fulfill my ambitions and support me in achieving the goals I yearned for. 

I am Lama
from Basra
I am Lama
from Basra
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Two months after our marriage, my husband started insulting and beating me up. I accepted his repeated insults and 
violence for the sake of preserving my marriage. It got worse over time, until one night he came home reeking of alcohol as 
usual. He wanted to force me into having sex with him, so he followed me to my bedroom, grabbed my head and beat me 
harshly. He tore up my clothes, spat in my face, and raped me violently. Whenever I tried to push him away, he would bite 
my hands like a dog, slap me in the face and mouth, and choke me to prevent me from screaming so as not to wake any of 
the family members sleeping in the neighboring rooms.  

After the abuse, I ran 
away to my family’s house, 
asking for their support in 
filing for a divorce, but my 
father refused because of 
the customs and traditions 
of our society. For them, 
a divorced woman has 
questionable morals and 
honor. This forces many 
women subjected to 
domestic violence and raped 
by their husband to remain 
silent. 

I am still married and I 
am still being beaten and 
raped by my husband. I 
want to be a hero. Perhaps 
I am indeed a hero. But 
not all heroes get to have 
happy endings. 

I am Lama
from Basra
I am Lama
from Basra
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My family, my friends and I used to have a happy life. We traveled together and lived freely.

My life turned 
into hell once I 

took the bonds of 
marriage. They 

were bonds  with 
no escape. 

I am Sana
from Baghdad
I am Sana
from Baghdad
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My husband served in the military, and it was easy 

for him to hit me and humiliate me. I endured 

his cruelty with my daughters for 11 years, as I 

was afraid of confronting him. He used to beat 

me violently and brutally until I passed out. He 

would pull me by my hair, without mercy. He even 

forced me to do inappropriate things during sex, 

threatening to divorce me if I did not obey.

In addition to his frequent infidelities, we lived in poverty, 
so I would turn to my family for financial support. When I 
shared my suffering with my family, and told them I wanted 
a divorce, they were unfair to me and biased towards him 
because of our social customs and traditions. They refused 
the idea of a divorce, because a divorced woman is despised 
and marginalized. There was no point in sharing my concerns 
with them. I endured the insults and humiliation of my 
mother-in-law in order in order not to damage the family’s 
reputation. I didn’t want my family to break down. 

We had three daughters, 
which made my life even 

more bitter, as I didn’t give 
birth to the boy the family 

wished for.  

I didn’t have the courage 
to file a complaint against 
my husband. In my society, 
it would be a shameful and 
indecent matter. I am a 
prisoner of this awful reality. 
I have no choice but to yield 
to my destined tragedies and 
sufferings!

I am Sana
from Baghdad
I am Sana
from Baghdad



My struggle began 

when I got a job at a 

local organization in 

Kirkuk. 

Two months later, 
while working 
enthusiastically for 
long hours, one of the 
more senior employees 
began giving me dirty 
looks and making 
obscene remarks. At 
first, I did not give 
much importance to 
his behavior, thinking 
perhaps he would stop. 

I am Najat
from Kirkuk
I am Najat
from Kirkuk
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أنا نجاة
من كركوك

But in fact, his harassment 
increased, and I grew more 
distressed by it.

The situation got worse 
when he started sending me 
daring emails, and he even 
tried to catch me alone so 
he could touch me.

I resisted and did not allow him to carry on with his 
behaviour, despite continuously feeling stressed and 
anxious. What if someone finds out? Will they blame me and 
get me fired? Will my husband become suspicious of me?
Five months passed, and the harassment persisted, and 
my silent stress tortured me. One day I was surprised to 

I fled the room as fast as I could, blaming myself, angry at my 
harasser, worrying that my husband would be suspicious. I went back 
home and kept feeling this way for a week. The lull did not last for 
long, and he went back to sending provocative emails. He threatened 
me, saying that if I continue to refuse his advances he would have to… 
Have to what? I opened up to my husband, though without sharing 
all the details, and I did not reveal the identity of the harasser to the 
organization’s director or even to my colleagues, out of fear for my 
reputation. I was worried I would be blamed or fired from for being 
a woman who only cares about her beauty and appearance. 

Currently, the situation is unsettling. The harasser claims to offer his 
friendship and nothing more, but will his behavior start again? 

Is this the calm before the storm?

find one of my colleagues would be away for two days. I 
knew that my harasser would try to take advantage of this 
opportunity. He asked me to have a secret affair with him, 
even though he is married. He drew nearer to try and kiss 
me, so I screamed at him and pushed him away, threatening 
to tell everyone about his behaviour. 

I am Najat
from Kirkuk
I am Najat
from Kirkuk



I remember what 
happened to 
me as if it was 
yesterday. 

I was raised in a home riddled with problems. My childhood memories are of my father beating my mother, insulting 
her and forcing her to work along with my brothers, so he could take their money and spend it as he wished. My mother 
wanted to separate from him, but she sacrificed herself for us, because her parents wouldn’t let her bring us with her 
back into their home because we were the children of that man. She bore this situation for our good, and because our 

customs and traditions do not allow a woman to separate from her husband.

The scenario my mother lived repeated itself with me.

dependent on her. My cousin started following me 
wherever I went, and harassing me whenever he had the 
chance. He used to touch sensitive areas of my body,  and 
threatened to rape me if I told my parents. So I remained 
silent. Not only that, but he also said that he would marry 
me, in spite of my refusal, not because he loved me but 
because I rejected him. This situation carried on until the 
rise of ISIS, which turned my life around.  

My father would not let me study to become a lawyer. 
He deprived me of my right to achieve many dreams, and 
got angry every time I asked him about my education. My 
experiences made me hate the idea of men and marriage.
When I turned twelve, my cousin asked me to marry him 
several times, but I refused since he was already married 
and had kids. I even threatened to commit suicide, but 
my father insisted. He only stopped when my mother 
threatened to stop working, since he was financially
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My father refused to leave Al-Hawija, because he was a supporter of ISIS. One day, a group of ISIS members broke into 
our house, among them my cousin who had joined the group.  My cousin took me away by force, full of revenge and hatred. 
He took me to an abandoned house where he brutally raped me for two hours and without mercy. He threw me on the floor 
and tore my clothes. He raped me several times just to make sure that my hymen was broken. I cried and screamed in pain, 
but he did not stop raping me until I lost consciousness. I suffered from severe bleeding which led to uterine ruptures.
My cousin threw me into the street like a dead body where my mother found me. My mental health got worse. My behavior 
became hostile and I started attacking every man I saw.  

I stayed at my mother’s house for two years, and things 
got worse every day. ISIS members came back again, and 
wanted me to marry one of them. I refused because I could 
not face being raped once again. I just wished I could die, 
so I tried to kill myself, but I did not die. I was permanently 
disfigured, and my mental and physical health deteriorated 
even further. Despite all that, ISIS members forced me to 
get married. I refused to be touched by my husband on our 

wedding night, but he forced me to have sex with him. I 
was already suffering from uterine rupture because of the 
previous rape, so I suffered a lot and bled severely. The 
same thing happened over and over again, every day, until 
I got pregnant. I had a miscarriage due to the frequent 
beatings. I tried to commit suicide once again by slitting my 
wrist but my husband saved me. Despite my deteriorating 
mental and physical health, he never took into account my 
difficult situation and insisted on having sex with me. 
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My mom made a deal with someone to help us escape. My 
husband was supposed be out that day but he came back, 
so I could not escape and didn’t know what happened to 
my mother. My father joined ISIS and got married again, 
just a week after my mother left, to a much younger girl 
and against her will. The turning point in my life was when 
I found out my husband was dead. I was thrilled. But the 
same day they forced me to get married again, and I was 
raped once again. My mother-in-law treated me kindly as 
she was against her son joining ISIS, but she could not do 
much. She promised to help me escape, and managed to do 
so after two months. I reached Kirkuk Governorate three 
days later. As soon as I got there, I contacted my mother’s 
family and they came to pick me up and bring me to where 
they were staying.

They wanted me to forget everything I went through and 
start a new life, but I had a hard time doing so. Between 
tranquilizers and the society’s judgements, the months 
passed painfully. As time went on, and with the support of 
my family, I began to feel better. After a while, a man who 
was much older and had kids asked me to marry him. He 
knew of my situation but despite that, we got along. 
He treated me well and with sympathy. We had a promising 
marriage. But one month later, my previous life flashed back 
at me. I would hit my husband whenever he tried to come 
near me, and after I gave birth to my daughter, I couldn’t 
hug her because of my poor mental health. Sometimes, I 
feared that she would go through the same misery I lived. 

My husband is a gift sent from heaven. 
He treats me with kindness and love, 
but the many traumas I have faced 
stand between him and me. There is 
nothing I can do.      
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Physically I may be alive, but I am dead on the inside.
I felt more fulfilled and happier when my husband was still alive. 

Since his death, I have tried to cope with this difficult life for 
the sake of my children. Despite all the pain and the simple 
life we lived in, I was much happier when my husband was 
alive. He loved me dearly and I loved him back, but fate was 
unfair to us. I got married at an early age, and my husband 
was nine years older than me.  I didn’t pursue my studies. I 
got married, and just wanted to look pretty for him. He tried 

I am 
a widow
I am
a widow

to make me happy despite our modest financial means.      
My father did not treat me kindly, so I saw a father figure 
in my husband. He died suffering from an illness, but his 
memory lives within me. I want nothing but to make my 
children happy, just as he made me happy, and to keep his 
memory alive. 



A year after my husband’s death, I was at home doing 
the household chores. I made lunch and took a shower 
afterwards. I was home alone that day since my family was 
invited to a relative’s wedding. Since the day my husband 
passed away, I had decided not to attend any celebrations, 
so I stayed home. But the perpetrator was at work, and 
did not follow them.   

I was waiting for my family to come back home, especially 
my kids, so we can play together. I didn’t expect anyone 
to be home so early, so I didn’t put my veil on. When I 
opened the bathroom door, I found my brother-in-law 
looking at me in an offensive and indecent way.      

He suddenly became aggressive. He pulled me out of the bathroom and threw me on the ground. I tried to hold him off, but he 
wouldn’t listen. He sexually abused me in a disgusting way. I couldn’t protect myself. It was the most painful and unbearable 
moment. I did not tell my family members about what happened for fear of their judgement and reactions. They would blame 
me, since men are always right and women have no rights!
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Do I deserve what happened to me? I wanted nothing but 
a stable and happy life. The criminal is free and living in my 
own home. I am forced to see him every day, but I can’t 
talk about my suffering to anyone.

No one feels my pain. No-one else has experienced what 
I have suffered! I feel ashamed and hate myself. I cannot 
even accept my body. I didn’t dare to tell my family, my 
parents nor my siblings because they would not believe me. 
Even if I had told my sisters, they would have remained 
silent, because no-one protects women, not our families, 
not our society, not even the law. They would separate me 
from my children, and I cannot live without them. 

I lost my trust in everyone. I even thought of committing 
suicide several times. I thought of revenge, but what 
good would it do? The incident affected me mentally and 
physically. But, despite my sorrows, I am still standing, with 
a smile.   

The abuse of women in our society is 
always blamed on the woman’s looks 
or behavior, but the real reasons 
behind the problem are ignorance, 
the lack of laws to protect women, 
and impunity for perpetrators. One 
day, will women have the chance to 
enjoy their rights like men do?  
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